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Abstract. This paper focuses on one of the Image CLEF Photo

tasks at which the MRIM research group of the LIG participated:
the Visual Concept Detection and Annotation. For this task, we
applied a simple state of the art technique based on bag of visual words. We extracted SIFT-like features that integrate colors
(rgSIFT) proposed by van de Sande[10]. We used then a Kmeans
clustering in a way to group these features according to 4000 clusters. We generated then for each image of the training set a 4000
dimensions histogram by summing all the occurrences of each cluster, using the nearest neighbour centroid for each extracted feature.
For the recognition we extracted the rgSIFT features from the test
set, before generating the 4000 dimensional histograms. We applied
then SVMs with RBF kernels using a probabilistic estimation of
recognition. The results obtained by our run are presented.
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Introduction

We describe here the experiments that have been conducted by the MRIM group
at the LIG in Grenoble for the ImageCLEF 2010 campaign. We participated at
the Visual Concept Detection and Annotation. We present our approach and
the results obtained.
The paper is organized as follows. First we describe our image representation
in section 2. In this section, we focus on the features that were extracted to represent the images, before describing the histogram representation and the learning
process used. We present in section 3 the official results obtained avccording to
the two sets of measures proposed. Then, we conclude in section 4.

2

Image representation

This year, we only worked on applying a simple state of the art technique based
on bag of visual words for the annotation of images. This approach is inspired
by the work on text categorization in [4]. In the context of visual media, this
approach has been originaly proposed by Sivic et Zisserman in [9] for the retrieval of video documents, before been applied on still images initially by Csurka
and his colleagues in [1] for image classification and then in numerous works
([10], [3], [5], [2]) for image annotation.

2.1

Visual feature extracted

We focus now on the features extracted from the images. Scale Invariant Feature Transforms, namely SIFT[6], have been successsul for the classifiaction and
the annotation of images. The images considered are consumers photographs in
which color may play a great role, we considered then SIFT-like features that
integrate colors. Among such existing features, after experiments we used for the
CLEF task the rgSIFT feature proposed by van de Sande in [10]. The rgSIFT
features include color information around the salient points in the images. The
set of features extracted from the trainig set Strain is named Sf eat train .
As usual in bag of words approaches, we need to group several features in
clusters, in a way to identify visually similar features. To do that, we applied
on a subset of Sf eat train a Kmeans clustering in a way to group these features
according to Nc clusters. Recent studies demontrated that large numbers for Nc
(vocabulary size), namely several thousands, perform better for image classification and retrieval ([7], [8],[10]). That is why, after some tests, we chose to use
Nc =4000.
2.2

Learning of concepts

For learning step of our approach, we generated for each image of Strain a 4000
dimensions histogram by summing all the occurrences of each cluster, using the
nearest neighbour centroid for each extracted feature.
Then, a learning of each concept model is achieved using Support Vector
Machines (SVMs). The one against all (OAA) approach was experimented: all
the positive sample and negative samples are used to learn each concept. In the
SVMs, we use the common Radial Basis Function kernel defined by equation
(1).
K(x, y) = e−

kx−yk2
2σ 2

(1)

For the definition of the values of the parameter sigma we learned the models
for each label using half of Strain for testing, namely Strain train , and half of
St rain for validation, namely Strain valid . There two subsets form a partition
of Strain , and they were selected randomly. For each concept the same subsets
Strain train and Strain valid were used.
2.3

Annotation of images

For the generation of the results, we extracted the same rgSIFT features for the
test set Stest , before generating the 4000 dimensional histograms (one per image
of St est).
We applied then the recognition based on the SVM models defined during
the laerning step, using a probabilistic estimation of recognition. We submitted
only one result.
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Submitted run and results

We submitted one run based on the characteristics described above. The run has
the following identifier: LIG 1277153756343 clefResults.txt binary.txt .
We focus first on the Mean Average Precision (MAP) result obtained by our
approach. We obtained the rank 30 on 45 submissions, with a MAP value of
0.225 . This value is 0.1 lower than the median value for theses runs, 0.237.
We can mention however that for one concept, V isual Art, the MAP that we
obtained is the second result, 0.374, after the IJS result at 0.385 . In this case
we think that the color aspect integrated in the rgSIFT features is the reason
for this result.
For the hierarchical recognition measure based on example-based F-measure,
we obtained the rank 27 on 45. The value obtained is 0.477, and the median value
is 0.530; we achieve then quite poor results according to this measure. For the
hierarchical recognition measure based on the Ontology Score incorporating the
Flickr Context Similarity, we achieved the 20th rank, with a value of 0.530. Our
result is above the median value of 0.515 for the 45 visual only runs considered.

4

Conclusion

To summarize our work for the ImageCLEF 2010 Visual Concept Detection
and Annotation task, we proposed a simple state of art method. Our work here
demonstrates that such state of the art techniques are a basis for further extensions.
In the future, we will integrate grouping of regions of interest to increase our
results.
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